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Abstract

An estimation method for approximating the lighting of a multi-view scene
is developed. It is assumed that a set of scene patches can be obtained with
estimates of their normals and depths from a given camera. The effect of
lighting on the scene is modelled as multiplicative and additive bias-fields,
represented by spherical harmonic (SH) basis functions. Parameters of a
weighted sum of SHs to a given order are sought by minimising the entropy
of the patch colours as the bias is taken out. The method performs a gradient
descent using the entropy as a loss function. The entropy is estimated by sam-
pling using a Parzen window estimator which allows its change with respect
to the SH weights to be calculated analytically. We illustrate our estimator
on 2D retrospective shading correction and then define Phong illumination as
a bias field estimation problem and its continuous generalisation. Results on
simple modelled scenes lit by one or more Phong point light sources without
scattering are presented. We discuss how the lighting estimation could be ex-
tended to handle shadows and propose a model for estimation of parametric
BRDFs in arbitrary lighting using the same framework.

1 Introduction

Estimating the location and effect of lighting and shading of an imaged scene from one
of more camera views is an interesting and challenging problem in computer vision, and
it has a number of important applications. If a view independent model of the lighting
can be obtained with knowledge of only the colours of surface elements of the scene, for
example, in the form of a patch-based representation [6], then the scene can be correctly lit
when viewed from a different view point or objects in the scene are moved. The common
assumption is that the surfaces in the scene have only diffuse reflectance (the Lambertian
assumption) when incident light is reflected equally in all directions. This assumption is
violated by shiny surfaces that give rise to specular highlights which areview dependent.
Also, if scene elements occlude the light source then shadows will be created. These
are view independent also but will change with the lighting or the motion of objects.
Furthermore, if a scene is augmented with virtual objects, they can be lit correctly only
with knowledge of the scene lighting.

Multiview reconstruction algorithms, such as image based rendering (IBR), take many
camera images of the same scene and attempt to reconstruct a view from an arbitrary view-
point. If the number of views is large then it may be possible to estimate the 3D shape
of the scene rather than just the depth of corresponding pixels between camera views. In-
deed, the various multiview reconstructions techniques are characterised by how much of
the scene is explicitly modelled, although disparity compensation is always required. In



photo-consistency methods, only a dense depth-estimate is used whereas in depth-carving
is a volumetric approach starts with multiple silhouettes and results in a mesh description
of the object. However, it was demonstrated that knowing orientation of surface elements
(patches), as well as their depth, produces excellent reconstructions without having to re-
sort to a mesh model [6]. The lighting of the scene, especially view-dependent artefacts,
confound disparity estimation, therefore any knowledge of the scene lighting is vital to
improving the scene estimation stage. Also, the viewpoint reconstruction techniques,
e.g. light field reconstruction, can either ignore non-Lambertian surface properties or
incorporate these into the noise model when reconstructing from a novel view. If the
non-Lambertian artifacts can be accommodated by the shape estimation method, then
one approach is to estimate their location and remove from the generated texture maps
for reconstruction e.g. by using a multi-view shape-from shading algorithm [7]. Alter-
natively, the surface reflectance can be explicitly modelled, such as by the use of View
Independent Reflectance Map (VIRM) [12] and is shown to work well for few cameras.
The tensor-field radiance model in Jin’s work [3] was effective for dense camera views.
In both these approaches, the consistency of a non-Lambertian reflectance model to the
corresponding pixels from multiple views is a constraint on the evolving model of sur-
face geometry, which is being simultaneously estimated. Recently, Birkbeck et al. [1]
reported on a PDE-driven variational approach to fit a deformable mesh to 2D image data
whilst compensating for reflectance of the scene. As in Yu [12], a parametric reflectance
model is used but now requires two sets of image captures under different (and controlled)
lighting conditions.

Fairly recent developments in computer graphics for the accurate compression of di-
rect and indirect scene illumination, including the effects of material properties and ren-
dering of shadows, by the use of spherical harmonic lighting models [4] provide impor-
tant insights into the problem at hand. SH lighting’s principal benefits are: the ability to
rotate the scene lighting by rotating only the basis coefficients; and the bi-orthogonality
of the SH bands ensures that convolving the lighting with surface properties, also en-
coded by SH, can be efficiently computed by multiplication. In this work we use patch
estimates from multiple cameras, where each patch is a piece-wise planar region with a
colour/texture, depth and a normal vector, and attempt to estimate and take-out the effect
of lighting. We assume that the true colour and material properties of scene objects are
unknown and allow them to have surface texture. We begin with Lambertian objects and
go on to include non-Lambertian materials. Our ultimate goal is to be able to re-illuminate
the scene from a different viewpoint by estimating material properties of objects and the
distribution of incident light. The proposed scheme is iterative and could be efficient for
small changes in view/lighting and for object motions.

2 Spherical Harmonic Lighting Models

Spherical Harmonic lighting (SH lighting) is a shading method used in computer graph-
ics to allow global radiosity lighting solutions to be realised in real-time [4]. Radiosity
solutions model both direct and indirect lighting but are computationally expensive to
generate. In particular diffuse-diffuse surface interactions, i.e. light scattering, and shad-
ows are generated by a physically based model: the Rendering Equation:

L(x,v) = Le(x,w)+
∫

Ω
f (x,w→ v)L(x′,w)G(x,x′)V(x,x′)dw (1)

whereL(x,v)is the reflected light intensity in the directionv from a small surface element
located atx andLe(x,v) is the total emitted by the surface (normally zero unless the ele-
ment is itself part of a light source). The integral is over a hemisphereΩ of anglesw of the



surface transfer functionf (), the bidirectional reflectivity distribution function BRDF, the
incident lightL(x′,w) from directionx′ attenuated by a geometry factorG(x,x′). Finally,
the visibility of pointx from x′ is expressed by a binary valued functionV(x,x′).

The simplest approximation of this rendering integral is to make the transfer function
a scalard, i.e. the diffusivity of the surface, ignore shadows by settingV(x,x′) = 1 at all
points and make the light a point-source, such thatL(x,w) = l0. The Phong illumination
model is one such approximation, where the geometry term is the dot product of the
surface normal and the light direction:G(x,x′) = 〈n(x), l〉. For N coloured lights, the
Phong illumination take the form:

Lphong(x) = d(x)
N

∑
i

ci〈n(x), l i〉+s(x)
N

∑
i

ci〈r(x), l i〉e, (2)

whereci is a light colour andl i its direction. The second term is view dependent with
s(x) being the specularity of the surface andr(x) is the reflected vector of the viewing
direction. The size of the specular highlight is controlled by the exponente. Note that the
dot products are clamped at zero. The SH approximation of similar diffuse-unshadowed
(DU) transfer takes the form

LDU (x) = d(x)
∫

Ω
c(x,w)〈n(x),w〉dw, (3)

which is again independent of the viewing anglev but has the advantage of allowing the
lighting to vary arbitrarily in a hemisphere aroundx according toc(x,w) and be convolved
with a cosine kernel around the normal directionn(x). We can reintroduce the visibility
test into the integral as desired but need to know ifx is being shadowed in directionw
whenLDU is calculated.

A given scene-graph is first rendered using a ray-casting based radiosity solution. This
assumes that a set of light sources are known, which may be point sources or planar. If
scene elements cannot directly “see” a particular light then their visibility functionV(x,x′)
is set to zero. The rendered scene is then sampled to estimate the parameters of a set of
spherical harmonic basis functions, to an arbitrary order, which are then used to re-render
the scene knowing only the surface normals. Shadows can be incorporated by testing for
occlusion of a surface by itself (this process can be accelerated as it is view independent).

Spherical Harmonics are defined on a unit-sphere and are usually parameterised in
polar form by the angles,(θ ,φ):

ym
l (θ ,φ) =


Km

l

√
2cos(mφ)Pm

l (cosθ), m>0
Km

l

√
2sin(−mφ)P−m

l (cosθ), m<0
K0

0 cos(θ), m=0.
(4)

K is a normalising factor andP are the associated Legendre Polynomials (LP) that take
two argumentsl ,m to select the degree a polynomial inx. LPs are defined over the range
[−1,1] and return real numbers:

Km
l =

√
(2l +1)

4π

(l −|m|)!
(l + |m|)!

. (5)

(l −m)Pm
l (x) = x(2l −1)Pm

l−1(x)− (l +m−1)Pm
l−2, P0

0 (x) = 1. (6)

For the SHs,l is regarded as the order or band index yieldingl2 basis functions for al th
order decomposition. Figure 1 illustrates examples of a handful of SH basis functions, or
bands. In the following, we use LPs for 2D shading and SHs for 3D lighting.



Figure 1: The first 3 bands of the spherical harmonic basis functions.

3 Minimum Entropy Lighting and Shading
Approximation: MELiSA

Shading correction in 2D has been looked at by a number of workers and a variety of
methods exist to estimate an additive and/or multiplicativebias function over an image
(e.g. [10, 5]). The problem is formulated as estimating the true image intensitiesX(x)
given an imageY(x) = X(x,y)S×(x)+S+(x), whereS+ andS× are the additive and mul-
tiplicative bias fields. Likar et al. [5] demonstrated that near optimal solutions can be
obtained by defining the bias fields parametrically and searching for a set of parame-
ters by optimization such that the Shannon-Wiener entropy,H, of the corrected image,
X̂ = (Y(x,y)−S+(x;Θ+))/S×(x;Θ×)), is minimised,

X̂0(x) = argmin
X̂

H(X̂(x)). (7)

This works because any fairly smooth shading artefact across the image spreads the pdf
of the image thus increasing its entropy. Likar et al. go to propose a scheme which
uses a histogram estimate of entropy as the loss function for a simplex minimization.
Appropriate choice of the shading functions are, for example, low degree polynomials,
such as a piece-wise linear formS×(x) = c0 + c1x+ c2y. The estimated entropy has to
be smooth and one based on a histogram can be unreliable when missing values occur
as the image intensities are being transformed by the approximated shading correction.
In [5], they interpolate the histogram and then blur it to make the entropy estimate more
robust. However, a better approach is to use sampling methods such as a Parzen window
estimator, EMMA [11].

Viola and Wells used the EMMA entropy estimator for image alignment. Here we
adapt the estimator, replacing the search for the parameters of an unknown pose transfor-
mation with the parameters of a shading function. The basis of their EMMA estimator is
a Parzen density estimate [2]. Any pdf can be approximated given a set of samples drawn
from the distribution by superposing a set of functions centred on the sample values. Us-
ing Gaussians,Gσ (u) as these functions and taking a setA of NA random samples form
the data we can write

p(X)≈ 1
NA

∑
x∈A

Gσ (u−X(x)). (8)



1. Initialise parameters of bias, Θ0 = {Θ+,Θ×}
2. Set the learning rate parameters for the gradient descent: a0,α.

3. Choose two uniformly sampled index sets A and B from the domain of Y(x).

4. Repeat from t = 0:

(a) Estimate entropy H(X̂(x;Θ)) using samples A and B. (Eqn. 10).

(b) Calculate the gradient dH(x)
dΘ using dS×

dΘ× and dS×
dΘ+

(Eqn. 12).

(c) Descend along gradient of loss (Eqn. 13).

(d) t→ t +1, at ← a0
(1+t)α .

5. Until difference in loss between iterations is acceptably small or change is parameters
Θ is acceptably small.

Figure 2: An algorithm for the lighting and shading approximation, MELiSA.

As entropy is taken as the negative expectation−E[ln p(X)], we can estimate this by a
sample average over a second set of random samples from the image,

H(X)≈− 1
NB

∑
y∈B

ln
1

NA
∑
x∈A

Gσ (X(b)−X(a)). (9)

Choosingσ with care, we can obtain both a smooth estimate of the entropy with
quite small values forNA andNB. In the experiments below,NA = 128,NB = 256 was
used andσ was set to be 1/25 of the intensity range (σ ≈ 10). Crucially, sinceG is
differentiable and if the bias functionsS(x;Θ) are chosen to be differentiable also, then
we can analytically calculate thegradientof the entropy w.r.t to the parameters of the
bias,

d
dΘ

H(X)≈ 1
NB

∑
b∈B

∑a∈AGσ (X(b)−X(a))
(

d
dΘ X(b)− d

dΘ X(a)
)

∑a∈AGσ (X(b)−X(a))
. (10)

To use this estimator for optimising the parameters ofS+(x;Θ+),S×(x;Θ×) we substi-
tute X(x) with X̂(x) = (Y(x)−S+(x;Θ+))/S×(x;Θ×) (taking out the current bias) and
calculate the derivatives:

d
dΘ×

X̂(x) = −
d

dΘ×S×(x;Θ)

S2
×(x;Θ)

(Y(x)−S+(x;Θ+)) (11)

d
dΘ+

X̂(x) = − d
dΘ+

S+(x;Θ+)
1

S×(x;Θ×)
. (12)

Then, to minimiseH(X̂), a gradient descent algorithm can iteratively update the parame-
ters,Θ. However, becausep(X̂) andH(X̂) are sample estimates, the gradientdH

dΘ can be
noisy and a stochastic gradient descent or Stochastic Approximation (SA) [9] is useful.
SA uses a learning rate parameter,at , to control the descent step at timet:

Θt+1←Θt −at
d

dΘ
Ht(X̂). (13)

In the examples presented below, after some trial and error, we discovered that a suitable
schedule of the form:at = a0

(1+t)α , with a0 = 1, α = 0.25, to work well. The lighting
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Figure 3: Examples of 2D MELiSA bias estimation on: a retinal fundus photograph (top-
row); a natural image where a horizontal sine wave bias was artificially introduced. (f)
plot of multiplicative bias field; (g) estimated entropy over 15 iterations.

and shading approximation algorithm (MELiSA), uses the gradient entropy of the Parzen
density estimator described above in a steepest descent optimization, figure 2.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 2D Shading Approximation

For 2D shading approximation, a weighted sum of products of associated Legendre Poly-
nomials (eqn. 6) is used for both the additive and multiplicative shading bias. Using the
‘flattened’ form of the LP functions s.t.i = l(l +1)+m, then

S2D(x,y) =
M

∑
i=0

M−i

∑
j=i

c(i, j)Pi(x)Pj(y) (14)

whereM constrains the smoothness of the estimated bias field. The derivatives w.r.t the
weighting parametersc required for eqn. 12 are then simply the component LPs, e.g.
for parameterc(i, j), dS(x)

dc(i, j) = Pi(x)Pj(y). Figure 3 illustrates results of MELiSA on a
retinal fundus image (top-row), and a 512×512 natural image to which we introduced a
multiplicative bias using a single period of a sine functionS×(x,y) = 1+sin(2xπ/512)/2
(bottom-row). For 3rd order bias fields (M = 3), the entropy minimisation converges in
less than 20 iterations for both examples using as few asNA = 128,NB = 256 samples for
the Parzen window.

4.2 3D Lighting Approximation

To use the MELiSA estimator for light source estimation for multiview reconstruction,
assume that a set of world coordinate pointsx that lie on the surface of an object, with
known colours and surface normalsn(x) (this data may be from patch-estimation [6]). For
the examples presented below, we further assume there is a single object with unknown



albedo or diffuse reflectivityd(x), unknown specular reflectivitys(x) and unknown light-
ing in the scene.

To estimated(x) we can use the diffuse-reflectivity part of the Phong illumination
model (eqn. 3) and attempt to take-out the ‘bias’ that lighting produces. The bias is
modelled by SH functions:

LDU (x) = d(x)S×(w;Θ×), S×(w;Θ×) =
∫

Ωn

〈n(x),w〉
l=M

∑
l=0

m=l

∑
m=−l

c(l ,m)ym
l (w)dw

(15)

wherew is the direction(θ ,φ) in spherical polar coordinates, andΘ× = {c} are the
coefficients to be estimated. By assuming a single material in the scene, the specular
component of the lighting can be approximated by an additive bias of the form (eqn. 2),

S+(x;Θ+,Θ×) = s
∫

Ωr

〈r(x),w〉e
l=M

∑
l=0

m=l

∑
m=−l

c(l ,m)ym
l (w)dw, (16)

where, this time, the integral is in the hemisphere around the reflected directionr(x) of
the (known) viewing directionv in the surface patch with normaln(x). We can regard
this as ‘additive’ since it is not dependent on the albedo,d(x), which is the focus of the
entropy minimisation. Note that

dS×
dc(l ,m)

=
∫

Ωn

〈n(x),w〉ym
l (w)dw,

dS+

dc(l ,m)
= s

∫
Ωr

〈r(x),w〉eym
l (w)dw, (17)

dS+

ds
= S+(x)/s,

dS+

de
= log(e)S+(x). (18)

The integrals over the hemispheresΩn,Ωr can be calculated by using a Monte-Carlo inte-
gration, and, together with the SH harmonic coefficientsym

l (w) at the sampling anglesw,
need only be calculated at the start of the optimisation. In our initial results, for simplicity,
we have combined the geometry term,〈n(x),w〉, into the SH coeffients thus eliminating
the need for the integration (eqn. 15). This is valid for theLDU approximation but does
not allow us the tease out the specularity from eqn. 16. Nevertheless, the test results pre-
sented in figures 4 and 5 confirm that a rough estimate of the location of the specularities
can be obtained.

In figure 4, the teapot has been lit by a single, point source under a Phong model with
no ambient source and a specularity ofe= 32. Patches were estimated on a regular grid
(in screen coordinates) and the z-buffer used to orient the quads (figure 4(c)). Figures4(b)
is a plot of the light distribution using a 4th order approximation. In, (d) the albedo is
estimated having divded the patch colours by the light distribution and (e) is the initial
estimate of the specularity. Figure 5 are experimental results repreated with one (middle-
column) and two lights sources (right-hand column). The second row has an overlay of
the light distribution estimates with a 4th order SH approximation. Again, the specular
hightlight estimates (bottom-row) are believeable and it should be possible to obtain an
estimate ofs ande.

5 Discussion

The presented MELiSA estimator shows some promise for the Phong illumination model
given simple objects lit by point sources. Further work is needed to study its ability to



(a) (b)
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Figure 4: MELiSA of lighting of Phong illuminated teapot with a one point light source:
(a) Rendered object with light direction; (b) Scene patches and estimate of SH lighting
function; (c) Mean patch intensity without correction (same as (b); (d) Diffuse illumina-
tion correction using estimated distribution shown in (b); (e) Estimate of specularity using
(b).

handle scenes with scattering and its performance on estimated patch data from camera
captured data. Such investigations are in progress and we hope to report on them in
due course. We conclude by discussing how shadows artefacts could be handled and if
the illumination model can be generalised to discover a parametric BRDFs of the scene
patches from multiple views.

5.1 Visibility and Shadow Estimation

Instead of doing the MC integration over the hemisphere visible from the normal direction
and assuming that no light is occluded, we have to consider tracing rays in the integral
directionsw and if they intersect other patches then assume direct light is occluded and
reduce the visibility. This does not take account for the scattering of course. Just as in
the forward-rendering problem, techniques such as binary space partitioning (BSP) can
be used to accelerate ray interesection calculations [8].

5.2 BRDF estimation

Kautz et al.’s ([4]) insight was that not only can the light distribution be compressed as
a sum of SHs but also any BRDF could also. The rendering equation can be regarded as
multiplying the albedo of the surface by the convolution of the BRDF with the lighting
distribution (ignoring visibility). The Phong model is an approximation of this with two
coefficients for diffuse and directional material properties. If a parametric or sampled
BRDF is represented by SHs then the convolutions amount to a coefficient-per-coefficient
multiplication. The only catch is that the BRDF is in a local coordinate system (of the
patch) and the light distribution is in world coordinates. This requires one or the other to
be rotated. ForM coefficients aM×M dimensional sparse rotation matrix is necessary:



L(x,v) = k(x)
∫

Ω
f (x,w)L(w)dw= k(x)

∫
Ω

M

∑
l

m=l

∑
m=−l

R[ f (l ,m)]c(l ,m)ym
l (w)dw (19)

such thatR is the rotation matrix that take the current BRDF approximationf from the
local frame aroundn(x) to world coordinates. The integral is approximated by a set of
uniformly distributed random samples on the sphereΩ. R marginally increases the com-
plexity. For BRDF estimation using MELiSA then, if the problem is not ill-posed, it may
be possible to simultaneously minimise the entropy of the albedos w.r.t. to 2M parame-
ters of convolved BRDF and lighting distribution functions. Whether the framework is
tractable or ifRcompromises the validity of the MC integration requires further study.
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(a) Original (b) One light (c) Two lights

1.

2. Light Estimate

3. Albedo

4. Specularity

Figure 5: MELiSA of lighting of Phong illuminated scene with one and two light sources.
Top row: (a) Original scene (teapot and sphere have specular reflectivity); (b) Patches for
one light source; (c) Patches for two light sources. Row 2: 4th order light distribution
estimation results. Row 3: Diffuse light correction (albedo estimate). Bottomw row:
Specularity estimates.


